Bulgarian International Movement
PROCLAMATION of the BIM

Why are we doing this?
Because we realize that we are BULGARIANS and we also realize that our human nature
is like that of all other people, but what unites us is our BULGARIAN language and cultural
heritage.
Because we realize that we are a dying nation, and we want to stop this process and
reverse it towards a renascence renewal.
Because we realize that we are a people deprived of sovereignty and the right of state
self-determination. A nation whose abilities to feed, protect, develop and create itself have
been taken away.
Because we are driven by our feelings of pain and justice, and our faith in the triumph of
human dignity and virtue over obscurantism and vice.
Because we know that the mechanisms of our state governance have been hijacked by
the most depraved, most corrupt and misguided elements in our society. Naturally, those who
are like them gravitate their way. The system itself cultivates them and integrates them
selectively so as to guarantee its survival. This process is being conducted under the guided
assistance of foreign, unBulgarian powers, pursuing their own interests on a global scale.
Because to these powers all things which are BULGARIAN – our language and cultural
heritage – are not regarded as having spiritual value but instead as irrelevant, disposable and
erasable elements in the scope of their worldview. This process is at the expense of the entire
BULGARIAN nation, which is unsuccessfully trying to physically survive in an artificially designed
atmosphere of misery, lawlessness, injustice and targeted informational aggression. In an
atmosphere of oppression, hatred and cult cynicism. In an environment of stress, fear,
maddeningly-felt existential deadlock and lack of faith in a better tomorrow.
Because for the past three decades half of all BULGARIANS in active age have been
forced to seek physical survival outside BULGARIA, beyond the land bequeathed to us by our
ancestors.
Because given our wonderful climate and rich natural resources, given the absence of
wars, natural disasters and pandemics today the BULGARIAN nation is the fastest disappearing
one on the planet.
Because we wish it so, that when we shall be no more, for there to be a BULGARIA in
which our descendants will procreate, live, and speak with their children, parents and friends in

our holy, timeless, native BULGARIAN language. A language in which they can read the true
history of their forefathers. A language in which they can develop their ideas and build their
views about All-Creation.
Because if we don’t succeed in finding each other, in connecting and uniting, we shall
condemn all which is BULGARIAN – our words and cultural heritage. Our human genes will
continue, our land will stand. But there will be no BULGARIANS and there will be no BULGARIA,
and human history will bury one more language. A language in which no one in the universe will
ever again utter: “Zdravey” (Hello), “Blagodaria” (Thank you) and “Obicham te” (I love you).
Because there is such an occurrence in the Universe, such a phenomenon, such carriers
of a culture, descendants and creators of it… who are us. We, who have, do and will call
ourselves BULGARIANS.
Because we believe that the FORCE behind All-Creation has not made us part of IT so
that we disappear along with our words. And even if so it shall be, it shall not be quiet, and the
whole world shall hear it! Shall hear it loud in BULGARIAN, and it shall be translated, written,
voiced and heard in all human languages!
Because the BULGARIAN word and message WILL NOT silently sink into the darkness of
oblivion!

